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WASDE update: Higher corn output from
Ukraine
The latest WASDE report was a non-event with corn, wheat and
soybean balance sheets left largely unchanged for both the US and
global markets. We will likely have to wait for the USDA’s US acreage
report before more significant changes are seen

Higher global corn inventory does not mean higher availability
The USDA revised higher its estimate for US corn ending stocks for 2022/23 to 1.4b bushels,
compared to a previous estimate of 1.36b bushels. This was on the back of an upward revision of
around 45m bushels in beginning stocks. The market was looking for a number closer to 1.34b
bushels. The agency left its production estimates unchanged at 14.5b bushels. Domestic
consumption was revised marginally higher, by around 5m bushels to 12.2b bushels, whilst export
estimates were left unchanged at 2.4b bushels.

On the surface, the report was mildly bearish for the global market, with total production forecasts
increased by around 5.1mt to 1,185.8mt. This was due to Ukrainian output estimates being revised
up by around 5.5mt to 25mt, on the back of higher acreage. However, for now this increased
output does not translate into higher export supply (Ukrainian exports were left unchanged at
9mt), due to the ongoing war. Instead, this higher output will see domestic stocks edging higher.  
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Higher production estimates mean that global ending stocks for 2022/23 increased from 305.1mt
to 310.5mt. But this increase is driven predominantly by Ukraine, and this supply is unlikely to
make its way to the global  market, unless we see an improvement in the domestic situation. The
market was expecting a global inventory number of around 305mt.

Corn supply/demand balance

Source: USDA

Little change for soybeans
There were marginal changes in the US soybean balance sheet for 2022/23. Production, demand
and export estimates were left unchanged at 4.64b bushels, 2.38b bushels and 2.2b bushels
respectively. Ending stocks for 2022/23 were revised down by around 30m bushels to 280m
bushels due to a revision lower in beginning stocks. This is lower than the roughly 295m bushels
the market was expecting.

The global balance for 2022/23 was left largely untouched as well. Global production and demand
were revised higher by around 0.7mt and 0.4mt respectively. Global ending stocks for 2022/23
were increased by around 0.9mt to 100.5mt due to larger beginning stocks. The market was
expecting ending stocks to be largely unchanged.
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Soybean supply/demand balance

Source: USDA

No surprises for wheat
The USDA increased its US wheat production estimate by around 8m bushels for 2022/23 to 1.74b
bushels, on the back of a marginal increase in yield estimates. Domestic demand and export
estimates were left unchanged at around 1.11b bushels and 775m bushels respectively. As a
result, ending stocks were increased by around 8m bushels to 627m bushels; largely in line with
market expectations of around 622m bushels.

The global balance saw the USDA revise down production and demand by around 1.4mt and 1.5mt
respectively for 2022/23. India’s wheat output was revised lower by 2.5mt as the ongoing
heatwave affects yields, with export estimates revised down by around 2mt to 6.5mt. Global
inventory estimates at the end of 2022/23 were revised down by around 0.2mt to 266.9mt, not too
different from the 267.3mt the market was expecting.
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Wheat supply/demand balance

Source: USDA
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